Introduction
The sequence logo (Schneider and Stephens, 1990 ) is a very useful tool for analyzing sequence alignments. However, the use of information content or relative entropy in conventional logos assumes that positions in the alignments are independent. Clearly, this is not the case for a structural alignment of RNA sequences, and therefore the sequence logo was extended to include mutual information between known basepair positions in the structural alignment (Gorodkin et al., 1997) . For the matrix plot program presented here, the user can combine the mutual information between all positions in the alignment, with a sequence information profile plotted along the edges of the matrix plot.
Matrix plots are also useful when analyzing single sequences. In proteins, for example, contact maps hold binary values indicating contact between the respective C α atoms (using an arbitrary distance threshold). These plots are sometimes replaced by distance matrices, which indicate the physical distance between all C α atoms in the protein. Such plots are used for RNA sequences, for instance when displaying the energy of a predicted RNA secondary structure. Along the edges of such a matrix plot, the user may 
Implementation and web interface
MatrixPlot is written in nawk and runs on Unix platforms. The program accepts a matrix plot (mp) format, which contains a listing of values for any set of 2D coordinates. Bars and logo profiles are encoded by one number and a corresponding value. The values are represented by colors, except in the case of logo profiles for which they indicate the information content. The user can zoom in on a region in the plot. This is done by saving the relevant coordinates from the original matrix file, into a new matrix file, and using the matrix plot program again. The color scale in the matrix plot can be defined by the user.
MatrixPlot is accompanied by two other programs: (i) Inform that computes the mutual information content of an alignment, and (ii) pdb2mp which converts the Brookhaven Data Bank (PDB) (Bernstein et al., 1977) format to the mp format used by the main program.
Inform can take the sequence alignment in fasta format, a simple 'one sequence per line' (align) format, and the msf format. The sequence alphabet is not restricted to DNA, RNA or proteins, but can be user defined, for example, the protein secondary structure assignments. For RNA alignments, the mutual information can also be computed as in Gorodkin et al. (1997) . That measure is a lower bound for the standard form of mutual information, but it is also more robust in the presence of noise caused by a small sample size (see the web page for a brief discussion). Figure 1a shows an example of a mutual information plot of an RNA alignment extracted from the signal recognition database (Samuelsson and Zwieb, 1999) . The alignment contains only 12 sequences, and still the principal covarying regions appear on the plot, in particular the main stem that has many basepairs between positions 75-150 and 250-325.
Distance matrices of available PDB entries can be made by the program pdb2mp. However, the user can also provide a sequence with 3D coordinates either in PDB format, or in a simple column format as described on the web page. For the online version, distance matrices of PDB entries, can be gen- erated solely by specifying entry and chain. The user may include up to two bars on the edges of the matrix. The bars can also be replaced by text strings. Minimum distances for contact are indicated through the user defined color scale. Figure 1b displays the distance matrix of the four domain protein Aconitase (PDB entry 1ami). The four domains clearly appear as compact regions along the diagonal, visible as a staircase motif on the plot.
MatrixPlot contains options to scale and move objects on the matrix plot. The program also has an option 'colorgrain' for which the color plotted is found by linear interpolation. The matrix plots can either be downloaded as .ps or .pdf files. The .mp file containing the values of the matrix plot can be downloaded as well.
A user's guide describes the features in greater detail; it will be updated as new features enters MatrixPlot. Future improvements include specification of the colors in the bars and real logos on the edges rather than profiles.
